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euNetworks Adds London to Stockholm Route to its Dedicated 

Finance Network  

 New ultra low latency network route, delivering one of the shortest paths from London to 

Stockholm. 

 Delivering direct exchange-to exchange connectivity with a reduced latency to 22.4 

milliseconds round trip. 

 

London, UNITED KINGDOM – 16 December 2010 - euNetworks Group Limited (SGX: 

H23.SI), announced it has launched a new ultra low latency route from London to 

Stockholm, marking the completion of the latest phase of its network development 

programme dedicated to the financial services community. Following high demand in the 

third quarter for new routes linking Slough to London and London to Frankfurt, with 

more than 22 new contracts signed, this new London to Stockholm route further 

strengthens euNetworks’ euTrade service portfolio and provides one of the shortest 

routes in the market today.  

 

euNetworks has again demonstrated its industry leading deployment capability, reducing 

the previous leading latency on the London to Stockholm route by 12%. This new 

straight point-to-point route offers a round trip time of 22.4 milliseconds.   

 

The euTrade service portfolio delivers tailored solutions with on-demand connectivity 

between all major Stock Exchanges and clearing houses across Europe. Ranging from 

dedicated fibre to wavelengths and Ethernet based services, euTrade delivers pre-

installed capacity for quick turn-up to bespoke solutions on optimised routes for lowest 

possible latency.  

 

“Our continued investment in this network development programme is underpinned by 

the growing requirements our clients have in the European market,” said Brady Rafuse, 

Chief Executive Officer at euNetworks. “Our position in the market is strengthening in 

line with the demand we are seeing for our euTrade service and the true differentiation 

we offer. As a bandwidth infrastructure company, we remain committed to delivering the 

network performance that the financial services community and indeed other 

communities need to maximise their business potential. We continue to work closely with 

our clients, with further route optimisation and metro developments planned for 2011.” 
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About euNetworks 

euNetworks Group Limited (SGX: H23:SI) is a bandwidth infrastructure provider, owning 

and operating 13 fibre based metropolitan networks across Europe connected with a high 

capacity intercity backbone. The company offers a portfolio of metro and longhaul 

Ethernet and Internet Protocol services including dark fibre, dedicated fibre, wavelength, 

Ethernet, and Internet. Enterprise and carrier customers benefit from euNetworks’ 

unique inventory of fibre and duct based assets that are tailored to fulfil their high 

bandwidth needs.  

euNetworks Group Limited is headquartered in London and publicly listed on the 

Singapore Stock Exchange. For further information please visit www.eunetworks.com. 
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